SOON TO BE RELEASED THE NEW DEVILBISS DV1

The Next Generation Spray Gun

DEVILBISS DV1

COMPLETELY REDIFINES THE PROFESSIONAL AUTOMOTIVE REFINISH
SPRAY GUN.

REVOLUTIONARY AIR CAP
NEW FRONT END ARCHITECTURE
INNOVATIVE FLUID TIP DESIGN
QUICK RELEASE AIR CAP
RECONFIGURED AIR ADJUSTING VALVE
NEXT GENERATION GUN BODY
SIMPLIFIED AIR VALVE

The DV1 is the most advanced, precision engineered professional automotive
refinish spray gun ever built to carry the world famous DeVilbiss brand name. No
other refinish spray gun is built like it or performs like it.
This is not just a new spray gun from DeVilbiss. The DV1 signals a huge
technological advance for the automotive refinish professional, bringing unparalleled
levels of performance and efficiency. It is a new generation spray gun designed and
developed by professional painters for professional painters.
The new spray gun does not look like any DeVilbiss spray gun that has been built
before, it is very different. In fact, everything about the DV1 spray gun indicates that
this is not simply a progression of the GTi Pro. Everything is new.
New ergonomics. New air cap design. New fluid tip technology. New co-axial air
valve design and advanced atomisation technology that out performs every other
professional refinish spray gun currently available.
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